Cruising Turkey-

Bodrum to Fethiye

(Part 2)

We enjoyed a wonderful day tour to the Dalyan River estuary – a large area of low reed beds
where we cruised up river in a local fishing boat to Dalyan, a charming town of willow trees
and garden restaurants. A stop first for a swim at the 5 km. white sand Turtle Beach ( a nature
refuge at night where from sunset to sunrise hundreds of turtles lay their eggs) (not a turtle in
sight)…and a trip to the natural hot springs and mud baths, said to cure practically everything.
Above he river stand the Lycian Rock Tombs where the rulers and rich of the Carion City of
Caunos were buried in 400 BC. Eventually the once prosperous cities died out from the silting
of the river and malaria. But they still stand silent and amazingly well-preserved. While it is
fun to see the local boats competing with each other in ferrying convoys of tourists up and
down the river , we can only hope that the commercialisation will not ruin this once peaceful
area. It was a good day- totally different.

Another novelty for us were the boat sellers. No sooner had
we tied up to a mooring buoy in a “deserted” bay, when the
boats would arrive peddling bags of nuts, dried herbs, ceramic
bowls, scarves, beads and junk jewellery! Another floating
Mum & Dad business made hot pancakes with honey on an
iron griddle. The ice-cream boat is also popular. You have to
hand it to them- they never miss an opportunity to sell.

In Marmaris, we met a lovely couple with a small marine upholstery business who made
a cover for our dinghy and a new cockpit cover.

Turkey has, by the way, simply the best chewy ice-cream- dark chocolate and vanilla
made from goats milk, sugar and wild orchids (something may have been lost in the
translation here but that´s what he said!). Whats more, the vendors are special and perform
acrobatics with the filled cone - just as you are about to clutch it, it is whipped out of your
hand, twirled up in the air and around. Don´t ask me how but it´s great fun and so good!
Normal ice-cream will never be the same again.

“Cerife” and thanks for a great 3 weeks…until next time…

